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Fuzzing, the method of generating inputs to run on a target program while monitoring its execution, is a widely adopted and pragmatic methodology for bug hunting as a means of software hardening. Technical improvements in throughput have shown to be critical to increasing the rate at which new bugs can be discovered time and time again. Persistent fuzzing, which keeps the fuzz target alive via looping, provides increased throughput at the cost for manual development of harnesses to account for invalid states and coverage of the programs code base, while relying on forking to reset the state accrued by looping over the same piece of code multiple times. Stale state can lead to wasted fuzzing efforts as certain areas of code may be conditionally ignored due to a stale global. We propose Closure, a toolset which enables programs to run at persistent speeds while avoiding the downsides of stale state and other bottlenecks associated with persistent fuzzing.
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(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

The process of program testing to find bugs is becoming increasingly automated. A current method called "Fuzzing", is a widely adopted means for finding bugs and is required in the life cycle of program development by major companies and the US Government. I look at current improvements in fuzzing, and expand the use case of the cutting edge method called persistent fuzzing to a wider array of applications with my tool Closure. With Closure, fuzzing practitioners can experience faster fuzzing performance with less manual effort.
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Introduction

Modern applications are continuing to grow at an alarming rate. As code bases continue to grow to fit the increasing demand for functionality in computing systems, so too does the technical overhead required to properly test and validate these code bases [18]. With this growing complexity, companies such as Microsoft and Google are turning to fuzzing to increase software hardening over traditional methods [7, 8, 14].

Fuzzing, an automated means for discovering bugs in applications has become the industry standard for security hardening from commercial B2B systems to mission critical DoD applications. In short, fuzzing is the process of generating input based on a given seed and running the input against a program to find bugs. Recent research has focused on the field of fuzzing known as coverage guided fuzzing. Coverage is shown to improve the richness in test generation, but quality tests have shown to be less important then high throughput of test cases in practice [10, 15].

Recent work focuses on reducing coverage tracing overhead [16, 17], to provide high levels of throughput. I see that when doing this one can achieve highly efficient fuzzing. This methodology is focused towards binary only fuzzing, and does not provide the same profound improvement in source available fuzzing scenarios. Source available fuzzing as of recently has started to stagnate, reaching a plateau of performance improvements. Focusing on process creation and tear down, improvements such as the ForkServer aim to reduce the overhead of spawning new instances by exploiting an initialized binary to fork new instances, opposed to
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the traditional method of executing a new instance per test case. In process fuzzing, which aims to keep the program alive within a loop avoiding overhead and limitations associated with system calls altogether, relies on manual harness, and a specialized execution control and monitoring system which monitors wasted fuzzing efforts. This shows that rate of test case execution is most important for fuzzing, as long as the fuzzer minimizes executions which are semantically inconsistent with the source code.

To address these concerns for persistent source available fuzzing, I propose Closure, a tool set consisting of an agnostic stub harness and a suite of LLVM passes to leverage compile time instrumentation to enable self managing applications. Closure fills the gaps in persistent instrumentation enabling applications to run in a loop while avoiding memory leak, stale state, file access errors, and exits which lead to Semantically Inconsistent Execution (SIE) and other performance impacting overheads.

To evaluate the performance of Closure, I build 10 commonly fuzzed programs in a persistent manner with Closure tooling and compare it to the leading non persistent system, AFL++’s ForkServer. I look at the correctness of each run, ensuring that crashes are accurate to the program and not due to persistent fuzzing. I observe that with Closure, applications execute up to 600% more test cases within the same time frame. I see that by increasing the number of test cases executed while managing the programs state, I successfully cover more of the program map, while eliminating false positives due to SIE simplifying the triage process.

In this paper I show that I have contributed the following.

1. A set of LLVM passes and a abstract stub harness with which a program is able to run in AFL++’s persistent mode without experiencing Semantically Inconsistent Execution (SIE).

2. A modified ForkServer, called LoopServer, which manages the flow of test cases to the
application running persistently without shutting it down after so many iterations.

3. A new method for replacing fopen and fopen64 with fmemopen enabling new methodology for implementing shared memory test cases in complex applications.

4. Provide a comprehensive system for automatically harnessing applications to be fuzzed in a stateful and persistent manner.
Source available fuzzing is the most efficient means for fuzzing applications in terms of executions per second when fully instrumented. Source available fuzzing achieves high throughput while maintaining coverage accuracy due to the implementation of compiler level instrumentation. In fuzzing, it is shown that the number of test cases run is more effective than better test generation regardless of fuzzing platform [10, 15]. Binary only fuzzing has recently started to overtake source available fuzzing by manipulating the instrumentation and the way that binary’s are dynamically rewritten. I look toward compiler driven code modification to instrument binary’s at compile time to improve throughput of test cases.

2.1 LLVM, LLVM IR, and Compiler Optimizations

LLVM a compiler infrastructure built around the C language, provides a system to write complex compiler optimizations and program analysis passes [11]. These passes allow developers to implement complex tooling into programs at the compiler level allowing for a language agnostic toolset. LLVM works by converting the source code into a low level virtual machine representation of the compiled program in the form of LLVM IR files, or LLVM bytecode (.bc files). These files represent the compilers intermediate representation which defines the semantic definition of the application abstracted from its source code. This intermediate representation mimics common assembly code with the trade off for infinite virtual
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registers. The way that virtual registers are utilized is a feature of Single-Static Assignment (SSA), which is a methodology for structuring code during parsing to ensure every instance of a register is used only once. This allows optimizations to be easily applied as most optimizations rely on SSA as a requirement in traditional compilers. Additionally, developers are able to implement tooling in the form of LLVM optimizations (opt) passes written in C++, which process and modify either LLVM bitcode and LLVM IR. This allows for simple code modification and large scale code analysis.

LLVM code modification is now the state of the art methodology for implementing instrumentation and tooling for fuzzers [5, 6, 12, 20, 21, 24]. LibFuzzer and AFL++ both implement LLVM level instrumentation in the form of pcguard instrumentation [5, 12, 31]. Pcguard is used to measure the state of the program at certain points in execution, and is used for calculating the code coverage during execution to feed run time information to analysis and test generation. Other forms of instrumentation are in the form of sanitation and optimization [20, 24]. I extend the existing instrumentation of AFL++ with my own abstract stub harness, and additional LLVM passes for performance increasing code transformation.

Figure 2.1: Basic example of the fuzzing loop highlighting program execution and source code instrumentation. Red colored steps symbolize points of execution which impact overhead.
2.2 Fuzzing Overview

Fuzzing, at its core, is the process of feeding inputs into an application or harnessed library, and measuring the result of its execution. The result of its execution gives us insight into the behavior of the application with the end goal being to find and triage bugs which would typically be non trivial to solve. The process of fuzzing is broken down into 4 main components.

1. Program coverage instrumentation
2. Program Execution and Monitoring
3. Test Case Generation
4. Feedback Analysis and Triage

In practice, applications are fuzzed in either binary only or source code available methods. These 2 different modes means that I have 2 different ways to measure the execution of the application. Binary only fuzzing requires analysis of the binary programs to disambiguate structure and inject coverage tooling at the basic block level utilizing binary rewriting [26]. This is done traditionally in the form of callbacks and system signals at the entry to each basic block [15] to determine coverage by either block coverage, and inferred edges [17]. Another way of performing binary fuzzing is to emulate the architecture using a tool such as QEMU, and analyzing the execution of the program through process tracing [32]. This method gives increased precision, but is typically slower then binary rewriting [4] while enabling richer analysis.

Test generation, is the process of taking an initial seed corpus and using it to generate similar inputs. The goal of generating these inputs is to explore new portions of the fuzzed
program by triggering different conditional statements in the code based on input. The
program instrumentation previously mentioned is used to generate a file structure similar
to a map which stores information based on the execution of the currently fuzzed program.
The process of generating new inputs based on the current program coverage makes up the
field of coverage-guided fuzzing. Test case generation falls into 2 main styles generational
[3, 25], and mutational [2, 5, 6, 8, 12, 31].

The most optimized way of performing code coverage is compiler level instrumentation util-
izing compiler optimization style code modifications to inject specialized coverage tooling
either via GCC [23] or LLVM [11, 21, 24]. When doing this, instrumentation is applied inline
within the assembly code enabling high efficiency code coverage. Inlining instrumentation
allows us to increase granularity of coverage monitoring in a programatically optimized man-
ner. A common example of inlined instrumentation is using shared memory bitmaps where
coverage is stored in a memory segment accessible by both the monitor and the fuzzed target.
At runtime, tracing of the application is faster in source available systems in comparison to
closed source. Fuzzing source code is most frequently the common use case of fuzzing within
industry. Microsoft, Google, and DoD all require fuzzing within their SDLC for validating
the security of their tools and applications [7, 8, 14].

2.3 Fuzzing Performance

To improve the performance and throughput of test cases, programs are modified or har-
nessed to improve the rate at which the fuzzer explores the targeted code. Compilers are
frequently used to modify the code for optimal fuzzing effort[19, 22]. To improve performance
of pre-compiled binaries, tracing overhead is addressed by dynamically instrumenting the ba-
sic blocks of the program by removing instrumentation at runtime to improve throughput
while maintaining the coverage, called coverage guided tracing [15, 16, 17]. Source available and API fuzzers improve throughput by reducing the number of executions by looping over the target code areas as seen in LibFuzzer harnesses [12]. LibFuzzer harnesses are shown to be capable of high throughput and efficiency, but designing new harnesses which effectively explore the entirety of a program is an arduous and manual task. Work into automating this process has shown to be successful but require initial library or program consumers to generate effective fuzz harnesses [9].

As seen in Figure 2.1, execution is managed by an external program responsible for starting new iterations of the program. In the basic fuzzing implementation, this would be simply executing the program again after the program has finished via \texttt{fork()} to create a new process instance, and \texttt{execve()} to launch a new instance of the fuzz target. In the case of AFL, the tool which controls the execution of the target program is called the fork server (which I will explore further in section 2.4). The goal of an execution engine is to not just relay coverage information between the test generation processes, but also to pass the new inputs from the test generation into a new instance of the program. The final job of the execution engine is to monitor the system as it runs accounting for memory usage, cpu usage, timeouts and crashes. Frequently, this is not OS specific, some systems with less aggressive garbage collection or limited resources (IE file descriptor limits) will experience OS bottlenecks such as memory leak or file access errors at a higher rate then others. This is remedied by use of a controller which monitors system resources and keeps the fuzzing target within certain resource allocations (as seen by the ForkServer with a target memory limit) [5, 6].

| Key Insight: Process construction and tear down costs are resource expensive and increase latency. Finding ways to reduce the cost of process construction is an optimization that applies across all scenarios. |
AFL++ is the community maintained branch of the AFL fuzzer [30] which combines multiple state of the art breakthroughs in the field of fuzzing [5]. AFL [6, 31], focused on creating an ecosystem of “hacks” for fuzzing that was both robust and easily extensible. AFL breaks down its fuzzing into methodology matching the process flow shown in Figure 2.1. AFL ties this flow into a robust system with improvements to the rate of program execution by implementing their fork server. The goal of the fork server is to eliminate overheads associated with starting a new instance of a program, by relying more heavily on the fork() command and better instrumentation. The core idea is to start the target binary, suspend its execution before running, and then pass new test cases into a newly forked instance of the suspended task. Doing this allows the system to exploit Copy on write to spawn new instances of the fuzzing target from a pre-started instance eliminating the call to execve() [29].

On top of creating new instances of the fuzz target, the fork server also contains the necessary tooling to handle new test cases from the test generation portion of the fuzzer. Using IPC, it makes sure that the input file is correctly set up before starting a new iteration of the fuzzing loop. Throughout execution, the program is logging explored points in code by writing coverage data to a shared memory bitmap. The usage of the bitmap in this fashion is called coverage tracing and it holds the basic edge and basic block information of the current execution. This bitmap is then used by test generation to determine which test cases to keep in the corpus in the event that a new portion of previously unexplored code was found.

AFL++ performs its test generation by congregating years of research into fast and optimized generation and mutation methods, program performance optimizations, and coverage
instrumentation improvements across all modes of fuzzing [1, 28]. Whether test cases are generated based on code coverage or random mutation, throughput of test cases is not a common overhead of AFL (unless dealing with large seed corpus or files over 1 KB). AFL manages to provide test cases at a rate that allows for thousands of executions per second. With this test generation system in place and separated from program execution, designing execution flows that are accurate quickly becomes the bottleneck when using AFL++. In process fuzzing addresses this problem.

\section*{2.5 In process fuzzing}

LibFuzzer, LLVM’s in process fuzzing tool, [12, 21] uses compiler driven instrumentation and manually designed library harnesses to provide what is known as persistent fuzzing. Persistent fuzzing, unlike traditional fuzzing, aims to not let the process ever exit to eliminate the need for the fork command. Since this works in fuzzing, it also makes file IO unnecessary, allowing for direct data input through shared memory cutting out expensive overheads. These combined greatly improve the rate of execution in comparison to forking new iterations and file input. LibFuzzer, is the current state of the art for source-code fuzzing. Despite its speed, implementation of LibFuzzer is complex and requires a deep understanding of the source application or library to construct effective fuzzing harnesses. This method does not account for state, and requires the developer to create a system that explores code in a complex way while also accounting for state in between iterations. This leads to memory leak as well as state errors that are not possible during normal execution.

AFL++ provides another implementation to an in process and in memory fuzzer in the form of LLVM persistent instrumentation mode. This mode is intended for library fuzzing similarly to libfuzzer but allows for the developer to create a test harness which loops a target
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Figure 2.2: Example of stale state scenario, in this situation, after the first iteration, execution is locked out of the true branch which could hold deeper points of code to explore with a certain input and without accounting for this fuzzing effort is wasted.
piece of code a set number of iterations before restarting the harness. This methodology does provide increased throughput, however it does not account for complex states that applications have, and leads to increased false positives and Semantically Inconsistent Execution (SIE). To prevent this from happening a developer needs to set a lower number of iterations [5], but this comes with the trade off of increased fork occurrence which reduces throughput. The impact of semantically inconsistent execution comes in the underlying idea of stale state (shown in Figure 2.2). Stale state, is the scenario where a program has a logically defining global which is set on an initial iteration, locking out semantically consistent execution from occurring at any subsequent iteration, changing the effectiveness of running a single test case. I show how this manifests in an application such as NASM in section 3.

Solution: With Closure, I eliminate the lost fuzzing effort associated with Semantically Inconsistent Execution, and enable persistent fuzzing with semantic accuracy without requiring a developer to spend additional time creating harnesses.
Chapter 3

Motivation: Common Overheads in Persistent Fuzzing

Figure 3.1: Example of Lost variables and file descriptors. This is a common scenario to have occur when a program is running persistently. Fopen, returns both a file pointer, and generates a system level file descriptor. If the file pointer or file descriptor are not closed, both become dangling variables at the end of the fuzzed code’s execution.

Persistent fuzzing is the most effective means for performing high throughput fuzzing by removing the reliance on the fork() call. Fork() conveniently resets state of the program in between iterations. This means that one can achieve high throughput in persistent mode, but lose useful state resetting which ensures semantically consistent execution. I explore the correctness of this methodology to isolate common issues that arise when keeping complex applications alive through multiple iterations. From a theoretical viewpoint, I predict common scenarios which could lead to Semantically Inconsistent Executions (SIE).
Figure 3.2: NASM 5 minute test to discover underlying issues with persistent fuzzing of complex applications.

- **Stale state** due to logically significant globals (2.2)

- **Memory Leak** due to pointers being malloc’d without freeing (3.1)

- **File descriptor constraints** due to files being opened with being closed (3.1)

I expect that in the common scenario, applications will see one if not all four of these common bottlenecks. This does show that the bottlenecks would be inconsistent across all applications and some may experience issues more frequently then others depending on the nature of the machine.

To explore the nature of running programs persistently I designed a system to harness standard C/C++ applications with AFL++’s persistent tooling [5]. To determine if the other semantics breaking scenarios exist, I ran the program NASM with my new harness until I observed signs of semantically inconsistent execution. Once I determined this, I ran the standard fuzzed version for the same period of time to see if the rate of execution was increased and if the persistent instance showed other signs of invalid fuzzing effort. NASM was chosen due to its known high complexity and wide acceptance by the fuzzing community as a valuable benchmark. Within this 5 minute run, Figure 3.2, NASM was able to run 170% more executions when in persistent mode, but also found more then
2317x more crashes. Despite the number of unique crashes being higher in the standard instrumentation, the total number of crashes that occurred in the persistent tooling was over 126,000, making up more then 22% of all run test cases as opposed to the .02% which is seen in the standard instrumentation. This shows applications when ran in a persistent mode frequently experience state changes which caused for false positive crashes and inconsistent state transfers from the non-persistent mode of fuzzing. This is further corroborated by the lower map coverage seen in the persistent version despite the increased rate of execution.

I explore this behavior across multiple open source applications and libraries, and observed memory leak and file descriptor issues which break the application into these stale state scenarios which increases the rate at which I experience semantically inconsistent executions. Despite this, AFL++’s stability metric was frequently not indicative of these issues as programs such as cert-basic persistently run maintaining 100% stability, while accruing large number of timeouts and crashes. Looking deeper, I notice that these occurrences of stale state are not trivially isolated as complexity varies despite stemming from the same root causes. Stale state issues such as file descriptor overheads are frequently due to underlying constraints within the Operating System which the fuzzer is running in. In the event that the program starts a new iteration before a file descriptor was properly cleared, the operating system will eventually stop allocating additional descriptors leading to increased errors. In the common case of a 1000 iteration persistent run on a system with a 64 file descriptor limit will experience stale state and wasted fuzzing efforts after less then 1% of the total runtime of the persistent iteration. With this in mind, I observe that stability as a metric does not reflect the effectiveness of the fuzzer requiring more robust methods for determining the correctness of the crashes being generated.
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Closure

To solve the issues of Semantically Inconsistent Execution (SIE), I propose Closure. Closure transforms source code during compilation so that it manages its own state while maintaining the performance of persistent fuzzing, eliminating the prevalence of SIE. With Closure I produce self-managing programs.

4.1 Closure Self-Managing Programs

As seen in Figure 4.1, common programs consist of a `main()` function which holds the target code to be fuzzed. When being ran by the fork server, the program runs as intended with the process being torn down between each iteration. As seen previously, when run persistently, skipping this tear down or resetting step leads to SIE. With Closure, applications are capable of running indefinitely without experiencing SIE, giving the throughput improvements of persistent fuzzing with the accuracy of state from fork execution. The goal of this design is to shift the reliance of fork based resetting to an in-process methodology.

Closure works by applying 3 transformations on top of the target source code. These transformations are as follows harnessing, instrumentation, and function swapping.

**Target Harnessing** is the process where I attach my stub over the targets `main` function injecting the entirety of Closures tooling into the target. Making use of Link Time Opti-
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Figure 4.1: Standard execution. A good execution will return 0, a crash will occur inside of fuzzed code or an exit will be experienced in fuzzed code.

...mization (LTO) functionality in modern compilers LLVM or GCC, I link together multiple complex objects into a single complex object. This allows us to perform large scale optimizations and transformations over the entire program. While the target program is in the IR form, I isolate the main function. Once found, I rename main \(\rightarrow\) start\_main so that it does not interfere with the harnesses main function, allowing us to link the target program to the harness. This works because I rename the original main function to a known function name that I define in the harness. This then becomes the only traced call inside of the main fuzzing loop of the harness (4.2 ①).

Within this fuzzing loop I design a set of logic which enables us to point to an initial state and know if I have reached this point in execution via a ”would be exit”, or by normal program exiting. With this I control the flow of test cases and communicate with the fuzzing engine when I are ready for the next test case (4.2 ②).
Figure 4.2: Closure execution. The target programs execution (in green) remains consistent from Figure 4.1, with Closures additional tooling attached on top of the target. If the setjmp has been reached by means of longjmp it will reset any stale state. Normal execution should not exit unless the practitioner forces the application to close or a crash occurs.
Target Instrumenting, the program is instrumented using global analysis to instrument global resetting and isolating the jump buffer. Once the program has been harnessed, I perform a control flow analysis to determine where the programs exits are. Using the harness’s jump buffer I instrument each exit in the program with a call to longjmp (4.2) which allows us to keep the program in memory instead of closing and relying on an additional fork to start the next test scenario. Using setjmp/longjmp also gives us program counter resetting, and stack resetting helping maintain program state. It is trivial to put the program inside of a loop but an exit will still stop execution regardless of this modification. Using longjmp and setjmp in this manner allows us to avoid all scenarios which are not indicative of crashing from triggering process tear down and creation.

To instrument global resetting I design a global undo logging system that is injected via compiler transformations. Using the result of a global analysis and a control flow analysis I isolate the location right before the target code is fuzzed, and which globals are non-constant. I do this because instrumenting globals which are static is not necessary as their values will not change. I then generate shadow copy’s of each non-constant global with the same initialization data using compiler transformations to inject new globals. I then instrument the top of the basic block which calls start_main, to add load and store instructions to reset each global back to its initial state stored inside of the shadow copy. By doing this I eliminate any needed global logging at the start of each iteration while maintaining an in process method to efficiently reset global state between test cases.

Function swapping, functions (IE: malloc, free, fopen) are replaced with the respective functions linked in with the harness to provide in program pointer and file tracking. With this transformation I am able to add lightweight tooling at the source code level on top of existing functions so I add tracking logic to the target program. To monitor an open file descriptor I look for the current input file coming from AFL, and clone it as a sentinel value
before returning the file pointer from fopen. I then link this cloned file descriptor to the
original so they close at the same time regardless of which one is actively closed or where
they are closed in execution. I then check in between iterations if the sentinel is still alive,
which I then close from within my harness at the reset state step (4.2 4).

To achieve dynamic memory mapping, I follow the design from file descriptors, however I
monitor pointers by storing them in a global hash map as opposed to a global sentinel. For
malloc and calloc, I call the generic function, and insert the returned pointer into the hash
map before returning it to the original call site. Realloc not only allows one to change the
size of the pointer, but also changes the pointer location. To handle this I first remove the
pointer from the logging hash map and then replace it with the newly generated pointer in
the hash map before returning the new pointer back to the call site. When free is called, I
remove the freed pointer from the hash map before freeing the actual pointer. In the event of
an exit or poor programming, pointers may persist through iterations. To ensure memory is
completely cleared in between each iteration I loop over the hash map to clear all remaining
allocated pointers before starting the next iteration (4.2 4).

With this design, a program is able to run persistently within the fuzzing loop while managing
its own resource utilization. This shifts the overhead of resource management from the fuzzer
itself to the fuzzing target and replaces fork based state resetting for in process state resetting
via Closure.
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Closure Implementation

I implement Closure as a series of 5 LLVM passes, a C stub harness with the required cover functions for the common case, and a script for processing the resulting IR file of compilation via gclang. The series of passes is laid out in Table 1. These passes are module passes which perform whole program modifications which do not break the semantics of the application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pass Name</th>
<th>Pass Functionality</th>
<th>Req?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main Pass</td>
<td>Renames main</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap Pass</td>
<td>Heap Management</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Pass</td>
<td>File Sentinel</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Pass</td>
<td>Global Undo Logging</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JmpExit</td>
<td>Long Jump from Exits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: OPT passes to use on programs to attach Closure Tooling. Some applications or harnesses are not going to experience these concerns and not all are necessary for achieving Semantically Consistent persistent execution.

5.1 Closure pre-processing and Compilation

I show the Closure compilation flow in Figure 5.1. Using gclang a front end for LLVM from the GLLVM suite[13], I compile the program as usual passing any recommended optimizations or linked libraries. Using gllvm produces the full executable of the program which then is used to generate the targets LLVM bit code, including all compile time linked libraries giving us a full IR representation of the application via get-bc (another GLLVM
Figure 5.1: Closure compilation flow. The front end is when Closure’s stub is harnessed over the target program. The middle end is where Closure links the stub, and modifies the code to use the linked utilities in place of system calls. The back end is responsible for injecting AFL’s code coverage tooling into the target while avoiding instrumentation of the harness.
tool). Next I perform the harnessing step, which uses a LLVM module pass to rename the main() function of the target programs bit code, and attaches my stub harness onto the program via llvm-link. Once the stub is linked, I run opt with the remaining passes to replace the targeted C function calls with the functions found in the stub harness. Finally each program is recompiled via afl-clang-fast with the AFL_LLVM_DENYLIST file telling it to avoid instrumenting the stub harnessed tools so I only fuzz the fuzz target. If I do not exclude the harness’s source code from the code coverage instrumentation, then I will experience significant stability drops which impedes the process of determining which test cases triggered exploration of a previously unexplored portion of the programs coverage map. This will also increase the map size of the application leading to inaccurate map coverage metrics.

### 5.2 Stub Harness

Listing 5.1: A simplified Stub example

```c
#include <stdio.h>
// all other includes here
jmp_buf __jmp_buf;
__AFL_FUZZ_INIT():
// tooling and cover functions go here
int main(int argc, char* argv) {
    // initialize deferred forkserver and shm if used
    __AFL_INIT();
    while(__AFL_LOOP(1)){
        if(setjmp(__jmp_buf)) {
            // recovered from exit scenario
        }
    } else {
```
Listing 1 outlines the general structure of my Closure stub. This stub consists of the AFL instrumentation which would be built into a typical library harness which gives us access to LLVM persistent mode, and its shared memory functionality. The stub also consists of a variety of cover functions which are explained in their respective sections coming up. With these functions I am attaching additional program functionality to the application, which are injected by LLVM passes over the original function calls. This system allows us to attach Closures tooling in a manner that does not impede the current functionality of the existing AFL architecture.

I modify the injected code from the AFL++ library for \_AFL\_LOOP() so that it loops indefinitely by short circuiting the iteration counting logic. If additional tooling is not applied via the provided passes, this will run as it would in standard AFL++ persistent mode but will have low stability and accrue memory leak and state corruption. I provide a baseline tool set for implementing a persistent fuzzing system for C applications. I also provide a template which allows for shared memory implementation via fopen, which when extended could be used across other complex file handling systems.
5.3 Renaming Main and Harnessing the Target

To perform my task of renaming the main method of the target application, I use the main pass which grabs the targets main function, and then renames the function to reflect the function called inside of the harness. To handle non-standard applications, an engineer would need to change the search name of the name within the LLVM pass so that it grabs the starting function of the desired program.

Once the program has been modified so it no longer contains a main function, I treat it as if the program is a library. I then utilize llvm-link, a tool for joining LLVM IR object files together, to join the program as a library to my harness creating a single unified program containing the target within its fuzzing loop. Since all of the cover functions and global variables are visible to the application I perform the instrumentation and function swap steps to fully tool Closure over the target program.

5.4 Instrumenting Important Code Points

To instrument the global undo logging and exits I use the Global pass and JmpExit passes. Each of these passes utilize global analysis of the harnessed target program to find the respective variables.

Global undo logging For the Globals, I follow my design for resetting globals and implement the procedure as an LLVM pass. First I find the parent block to the start of the fuzzed portion of the program, which once found I keep as a record. I then loop over the global list, creating a copy of each global one at a time which I call a shadow copy. Once I generate the shadow copy, I then instrument a store and load instruction at the recorded entry block location to reset the global to an initial point before execution of the application. This will
load the shadow copy into memory, and then allow us to store its contents back into the
original global before starting each execution ensuring global state is consistent between iter-
ations. I instrument the entry block as opposed to the exit block as an unexpected longjmp
will ignore the reset step at this point. With my compiler level logging I can capture the
pre-initialized state eliminating any initial logging step before the first iteration.

Jump Exiting To implement the exit avoidance, I make use of a global variable longjmp
buffer which I attach with my harness. The LLVM pass first finds all locations of exit
functions in the code. Once I have all locations of exits in the program, I then use the longjmp
buffer to add a longjmp instruction before each exit, which when triggered during run time
forces execution back to the setjmp point set within the harness. This transformation can
be seen in Listing 2 and 3.

Listing 5.2: Example of exit block in LLVM IR

```
1 422 :
2    call void @exit
3    unreachable
```

Listing 5.3: Exit block after being modified via the Exit Avoidance pass

```
1 422 :
2    call void @longjmp ([1 x %struct.jmp buf tag]* @__jmp_buf, i32 1)
3    call void @exit
4    unreachable
```

5.5 Swapping Cover Functions

I implement the file sentinel and dynamic heap memory management as a series of cover
functions and harness them over their respective C functions using LLVM passes.
5.5. Swapping Cover Functions

**File Sentinel** For setting up the file sentinel I first check the file name that is passed to fopen for if it contains the /.cur_input file that AFL uses as its test case file. Then I open the file using fopen and store it in a temporary variable. If the file name matches the name of the current input then I duplicate the file pointer using the dup3() function with the FD_CLOEXEC flag to link the duplicate to the file descriptor which, is being used by the target program. This ensures that if either one of the file descriptors are closed then the linked file descriptor will also close. Once I have cloned the file descriptor into the file sentinel, I then return the temporary file pointer. At the end of each iteration I check if the file sentinel is still open by using fnctl() to check the liveness of the file descriptor. I then close the file sentinel in the event that the program has finished execution without closing the test case file. An example of fopen and file sentinel closing can be seen in Listings 4 and 5.

Listing 5.4: Closure fopen cover function example

```c
FILE* __fopen(const char* file, const char* mode) {
    FILE* fp;
    int input = strstr(file, "captionpos\captionpos.captionpos\captionpos.cur_inputcaptionpos")
                != NULL;
    fp = fopen(file, mode)
    if (input) {
        _file_sentinel = dup3(filen0(fp), FD_CLOEXEC);
    }
    return fp;
}
```

Listing 5.5: Close if open command that runs regardless of fopen or fopen64

```c
void close_if_open() {
    int i = fnctl(_file_sentinel, F_GETFD);
    if(i) close(i)
} 
```
I instrument these functions then with the Closure file pass which first finds all cases of fopen in the program and renames each instance to the cover function name __fopen. Doing this in some cases overwrites the fopen call inside of the cover function which creates a recursive loop, so I navigate back to the cover function to confirm that the fopen call is still valid. In the event that a program utilizes fopen64 (fopen with O_LARGEFILE flag passed by default), such as sam2p, I add an additional coverage function and instrument it via the same pass. Another option that I have built into my fopen cover functions is an environment variable AFL_INPUT_SHM, which when set to 1, replaces fopen and file access, with AFL’s shared memory test case passing and handing it through fmemopen as opposed to fopen. This allows us to greatly reduce file overhead associated with fuzzing.

**Heap Management** is implemented by the same means as the file sentinel. Each of the respective functions for malloc, calloc, realloc, and free are constructed following my design (examples in Listing 6 and Listing 7). My LLVM pass which handles swapping the C functions for the cover functions first finds all instances of dynamic memory operations, and then replaces each call with my cover functions. With this I can log all memory allocations within a hash map. I have utilized a pointer map to store every void pointer before returning the created pointer to its original call site. When freeing memory I first remove the pointer from the map, and then free the pointer from memory. If I reach the end of an iteration, I check the map for leftover pointers, and then iterate over the remaining pointers as I clear dynamic memory and the logging map. With this system applications can keep a running log of their dynamic memory utilization, and prevents memory leak.

Listing 5.6: Closure malloc cover function example

```c
void * __cls_malloc ( size_t size ) {
    void * temp = malloc ( size );
}
```
5.6 Closure LoopServer

The loop server is my modified forkserver for controlling the execution of test cases through AFL++. I modify the existing logic inside of the forkserver, to keep the program open indefinitely until a crash or hang has been found. This is done by a short circuit in front of the check for iteration count in the loop. As seen in Figure 5.2, the loop server keeps the program in a state where it will only be reforked in the event that the instance crashes, or timeouts. This means that I am limiting the forking overhead to unavoidable scenarios which improve the throughput of test cases in the common case. I compare my LoopServers performance to its parent, the forkserver, highlighting the basic fork based resetting to the performance of a fully persistent instance with Closure resetting of the same application.
Figure 5.2: LoopServer Orchestration with Fuzzing Target. Areas colored red are high overhead points in execution, by limiting the frequency of these scenarios I effectively increase throughput.
Chapter 6

Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of Closure, I answer the following questions.

1. Does Closure improve the rate of test case execution over standard fork based fuzzing?

2. Does Closure achieve fork level accuracy of state resetting between test case execution?

3. Does shared memory test case input via fmemopen in Closure further increase rate of test case execution?

6.1 Evaluation Method

To evaluate the performance of Closure, I run benchmarks across 10 open source code bases, table 6.1. For libraries, I utilized any pre-existing programs which are bundled in the repository (IE. cert-basic for libksba). To generate each executable for testing, I followed the methodology outlined in section 5.1. Once generated, the I re-compile the IR using AFL-clang-fast to instrument a standard version of the application without Closure. This version will utilize AFL++’s standard forking for execution. To create the Closure version, I first process the LLVM IR file with Closure which creates the resulting Closure instrumented IR. Finally, this is compiled the same way as the raw version using afl-clang-fast. This version will run in the LoopServer of the persistent mode that I modified. I compile both
Table 6.1: Test Programs and their respective tooling levels for running Closure. Full: signifies a program with all passes applied. SHM/NO-SHM denotes if it was possible to implement shared memory IO.

In my testing, applications were run in fully persistent mode limiting fork calls to crashes and timeouts. As recommended in the in the AFL manual [5], if applications were experiencing a large number of timeouts I adjusted the timeout duration to accommodate longer running applications (applies to sam2p/djpeg). This inherently slows down the rate of execution, but allows for the program to be more thoroughly explored. I tested both versions of each application (standard and Closure instrumented) inside of a Ubuntu20.04 VM consisting of 12-cores, and 12gb of memory. I gathered the number of executions, crashes, timeouts, and AFL’s stability metrics to analyze the performance of applications tooled with Closure persistent fuzzing compared to standard fork based fuzzing. I prove that with Closure, I increase throughput of test cases while mitigating Semantically Inconsistent Execution (SIE) due to persistent fuzzing.
6.2 Closure Performance

Figure 6.1: Relative execution performance. It is seen that Closure on average performs 270% faster than AFL forkserver alone while using standard file input.

I analyze the performance of Closure to fork based fuzzing by comparing the results of the raw instrumentation binary, and the Closure tooled binary in a 20 minute test in `afl-fuzz`. I choose to use a short time scale as this is typically when the fuzzer is running the slowest so the improvements will be more accurate to a high coverage finding point in the fuzzing process. Additionally, performance improvements are optimal after the fuzzer has gotten up to speed, so highlighting initial performance shows the worst case scenario for persistent fuzzing.

As seen in Figure 6.1, the average performance improvements is 270%. This is seen across programs of varying use cases and complexities. For example, applications which are library based tended to perform better than more complex applications such as nasm. Applications such as MJS and exiv2 showed my best results where they experience greater than 200% despite being full applications. I suspect this to be due to the initialization steps of certain applications leading to additional overhead each iteration which overshadows the performance increase from removing the forking overhead.
Figure 6.2: NASM 20 minute test with Closure comparison to verify that execution is faster and semantically accurate

6.3 Closure Correctness

In Figure 6.2, I see that by maintaining the state and controlling stability of the application, I see direct increase in the number of edges that are found due to the increased rate of execution. In comparison to persistent mode without Closure tooling, the number of edges was much lower despite the higher rate of execution due to the persistent state corruption which would keep the fuzzer focused in the same area of the code. Stability is a metric provided by AFL++ [6, 31]. This metric has a main usage inside of the LLVM persistent fuzzing tooling as a means of seeing the change in state based on a single input in a given point in the code. The stability of the program is determined based on edge coverage, and if a test case takes the same path on the same input. If a test case traverses a edges inconsistently with the initial test then this impacts the stability. AFL++ mentions drop in stability does not immediately signify runtime problems, making this metric unfit for persistent application fuzzing. I show that by attaching a state controlling harness I successfully fuzz complex open source applications while maintaining 98% stability on average proving that invalid program state drastically impacts the accuracy of fuzzing efforts.

As seen in table 6.2 I limit the number of false positives from deadlock, memory leak, file
6.4 Closure Fmemopen

To analyze the file overhead, I look at a few edge case scenarios. For this I isolate programs in the benchmarks which utilize the fopen command. I focus on fopen due to it’s behavior as a wrapper for the open command. I utilize the file pass to replace the fopens with my cover function as mentioned previously. I then run the program replacing any file IO with fmemopen, which treats a buffered memory space as a file. This happens to work well with the AFL+++’s persistent fuzzing tooling since it then passes the data for the next test case through shared memory removing the overhead associated with flushing testcases to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Closure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MJS</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exiv2</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasm</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mp4ts</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sam2p</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bsdtar</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cert-basic</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>readelf</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>djjpeg</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Stability metrics for each test program in 20 minute test. Stability is the AFL++ metric at the end of runtime. Crashes is the number of crashes at end of test. Touts is the number of timeouts at end of test. coverage % is the percent of code covered at end of test. Res is the relative execution speed (from Figure 6.1)

access, or bad state. I show that by maintaining common state issues in persistent fuzzing I am able to achieve higher rates of fuzzing execution. I do observe that in some scenarios that this does not work and breaks the program as seen in Sam2p, however reducing the applications Closure instrumentation and timeout/memory limits allows us to alleviate the occurrence of false positives.

6.4 Closure Fmemopen

To analyze the file overhead, I look at a few edge case scenarios. For this I isolate programs in the benchmarks which utilize the fopen command. I focus on fopen due to it’s behavior as a wrapper for the open command. I utilize the file pass to replace the fopens with my cover function as mentioned previously. I then run the program replacing any file IO with fmemopen, which treats a buffered memory space as a file. This happens to work well with the AFL+++’s persistent fuzzing tooling since it then passes the data for the next test case through shared memory removing the overhead associated with flushing testcases to the
Figure 6.3: Relative execution performance focusing on the file access overhead between `fopen` and `fmemopen`.
cur_input file. I show that on average, by replacing calls to fopen, with calls to fmemopen I further increase throughput up to 600% in the case of MJS, with an average of 331% increase as seen in Figure 6.3.
Chapter 7

Discussion

7.1 Big Programs, Large Initialization Step

While I see performance improvements in NASM, sam2p, and djpeg, the improvements that I see do not reflect the best case scenario for Closure. My research shows that this is due to applications specific file processing which occurs inside of the applications initialization step. To provide a greater speed up for applications that exhibit this behavior a more ore aggressive form of code motion would be needed to isolate and pull initialization steps outside of the target program into the stub harness at a deferred initialization point inside of the fuzzing loop. Implementing this is non-trivial and requires additional research into flow analysis and methodologies for hoisting large blocks of complex code outside of its current context while maintaining semantic accuracy. This would allow us to eliminate initialization steps or file access which occur before the test case is loaded, and begin fuzzing at that point. With this I would simplify the fuzzing loop while simultaneously improving throughput.

7.2 Windows Compatibility

Windows and its support by LLVM is in its infancy. Due to the way that windows handles dynamically linked files, LLVM does not fully allow for LLVM IR files to be linked together and then compiled in the same manner that is possible on UNIX based systems. To properly
support windows, work into a custom stub would be necessary focusing on winapi. This is due to the fine differences between DOS and UNIX systems, and the way that windows specific C runtimes are more effective for windows scenarios then the standard C runtime functions. I can attribute this to how standard C functions call the winapi system level variants, which in some scenarios breaks functionality of windows compiled programs.

7.3 Closure and C++

Due to the differences between C and C++, this system does not have full support for the C++ library. C++ makes use of objects with their own constructors and destructors for new instances of an object. These both simplify down to malloc, calloc, realloc, and free based on the context of what is being done to an object at any given time. Expanding this is an engineering concern that would require extending and modifying the functions inside of the harness and adjusting the compiler passes for the correct function swaps.
Chapter 8

Related Work

I have shown that Closure by itself improves performance of fuzzing. I see that these related ideas would work well with Closure to unlock even higher throughput of test case execution then Closure by itself.

8.1 Less Instrumentation

As seen in the work by Nagy and Hicks. [15, 16, 17], by reducing the number of instrumented points in the program via dynamic rewriting of binaries, there is an increase the throughput of the targeted applications to effectively no overhead in the common case. I see that the implementation of Closure in this system would be trivial since 2 forkservers are present. In this implementation of Untracer like tooling I would see the benefits of coverage guided tracing to reduce the code coverage overhead, with the high throughput seen in persistent fuzzing as similarly seen in WINNIE [10]. I would expect that by removing tracing overheads from Closure, I would see even greater increase in test case execution.

8.2 Faster Execution

As mentioned previously, the Linux Kernel Module for AFL [27], provides state resetting functionality in the form of their \texttt{snapshot()} primitive. This primitive provides rich state
resetting with higher input then the fork call. This improvement relies on a modification to the kernel to inject this primitive into the OS so that it can be used. Utilizing a similar system, I would be able to provide the initialization step discussed in section 7.1. Using a snapshot like primitive to capture the state of the program after initialization, giving us an optimal reset point that I can instrument via LLVM passes.

Multi-processor fuzzing would benefit greatly from the improvements of Closure. Being able to parallelize fuzzing efforts is greatly dependent on managing OS resources [7, 27, 31]. By instrumenting the program with Closure, I would have multiple self managing instances running in parallel maintaining optimal resource utilization. Without Closure, resource starvation would impact the performance of all fuzzing efforts leading to reduced speeds, I expect that instrumenting with Closure would enable scalar improvements.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

I have shown that the state of the art fuzzer AFL++ is robust and provides an easily extensible infrastructure to improve the performance of bug hunting. I show that through high level program tooling, I extend the functionality of basic C programs in a way that allows them to stay persistent in memory, while providing accuracy and efficiency while improving the rate of test case execution by 200-600%. Seeing as source available fuzzing is the most efficient pre-existing methodology, improving the performance is simple and easy to implement. The evaluation results indicate that more fuzzers should adopt Closure to enable semantically consistent persistent fuzzing. I show that by analyzing source code with compilers, it is possible to create system and program agnostic solutions which improve fuzzing efforts.
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